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Fabrication of poly(methyl methacrylate) colloidal monolayer on chemically
modified silicon surface and hemispherical platinum nanoshell
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A B S T R A C T

A dip-coating technique was used to deposit self-assembled monolayer arrays of PMMA colloidal

particles with a diameter of 125 nm onto a silicon surface coated with (3-aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane

(APTES), exploiting the electrostatic interaction between the negative particle and the positive substrate.

The PMMA colloidal arrangement was controlled efficiently by the dipping time and temperature,

concentration and pH of the colloidal solutions. A non-close-packed monolayer assembly was prepared

without the need for pre-patterned templates. The deposition of platinum metal on the 2D PMMA arrays

and subsequent thermal treatment produced ordered hemispherical Pt nanoshells, 74 nm in height, as

soft-lithographic templates and biological sensor materials.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ordered colloidal films of highly uniformed polymer or
inorganic microspheres have attracted considerable attention
due to the developments in areas related to nano-engineered
structures, such as electrooptics [1], chemical and biological
sensors [2,3], catalysis [4], and membranes [5]. The most valuable
tool for constructing multi-dimensional structures from nano-
sized materials is the ‘bottom-up’ self-assembly process of
colloidal particles. Monodispersed colloidal particles can be readily
self-assembled into a long-range ordered lattice forming 2D or 3D
structured materials [6,7]. Therefore, there has been a great deal of
research aimed at fabricating the homogeneous crystalline arrays
with a well-defined structure, sufficiently large domain size and
desirable film thickness.
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The fabrication of highly ordered crystalline structures
together with the development in areas of microengineering
using lithographic techniques [8–10] has been achieved through
the self-assembly of colloidal particles on pre-patterned struc-
tures, such as V-shaped grooves or square pyramidal fits, or other
lithographic fabrics using conventional lithographic techniques
[11,12]. However, the template-induced assembly has several
shortcomings that require a photolithographically-patterned
template, expensive equipment and complex fabrication pro-
cesses for microfabrication. On the other hand, non-template
techniques, for example dip-coating, are inexpensive, facile
fabrication processes with the ability to control the particle
aggregation and transport on solid surfaces using chemical
modification. Chemical modification of a substrate using amine
(-NH2) or thiol (-SH) end groups to enhance the specific binding
affinity is widely used to fabricate SAMs-based micro-and nano-
structures [13,14]. Recently, there has been increasing attention
focused on the binding affinity of organic molecules within the
pore structure of mesoporous silica materials, such as MCM-41, 48
and SBA-15 [15].
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An efficient colloidal assembly was exploited using the
molecular linker, (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES), to form
a stable interface between PMMA particles. Control of the interface
is the most important technique in colloidal systems because the
resulting structural features are affected greatly by both particle-
particle and particle-substrate interactions [16]. APTES on a silicon
substrate makes the silicon substrate surface hydrophilic, resulting
in the preferred adsorption of colloidal particles. This paper
suggests the optimized experimental conditions e.g., reaction time,
temperature, concentration and pH of colloidal solutions, to
produce ordered 2D monolayers of PMMA microspheres. The heat
treatment of a platinum-PMMA composite produced a 2D array of
uniform hemispherical Pt nanoshells by removing the PMMA
template. This paper reports a facile and reproducible method for
fabricating platinum nanoshells without the use of lithographically
pre-patterned templates.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

All chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and were used as
received. The deionized water was prepared from a Milli-Q-system
(18.2 MV cm�1 in resistivity). The Si (1 0 0) substrate was cleaned
before use under sonication in a freshly prepared piranha solution
(3:1, H2SO4/H2O2 (35%)) to remove the residual organic impurities,
followed by sonication for 30 min. The substrates were then rinsed
with deionized water and isopropyl alcohol, and dried in a nitrogen
stream. They were retreated with oxygen plasma using Harrick
plasma cleaner operating at 30 W.

2.2. Preparation of PMMA beads

Soap-free emulsion polymerization technique was used to
prepare monodisperse 125 nm PMMA colloidal particles [17] and
carried out in a 250 mL three-neck round flask with thermometer,
agitator and condenser. Briefly, 6.0 mL of the monomer and 6.0 mL
of toluene were added dropwise to 60 mL of water at 90 8C under a
Fig. 1. Schematic procedures for producing the monolayer of PMM
nitrogen atmosphere for several minutes, and then heated at 90 8C
for 1 h. 0.030 g of potassium persulfate radical initiator dissolved
in 5.0 mL of water at 90 8C was then added to the solution under a
nitrogen flow, and stirred for 25 min vigorously. The hot solution
was opened to the air, and the resulting white dispersion was
purified by air flow at 90 8C to remove the unreacted monomer and
toluene. Finally, the PMMA colloidal solutions were separated by
filtration, and purified by centrifugation four times. The particle
sizes of the colloidal particles were measured to be 125 nm by SEM.

2.3. PMMA monolayer assembly

The surface of silicon substrate was treated with APTES, (3-
aminopropyl)triethoxysilane to increase surface binding affinity of
negatively charged PMMA particles on silicon substrate. Vacuum
deposition of APTES was carried out at 1.0 � 10�3 torr for 10 min,
which was followed by heat treatment at 100 8C for 10 min. After
washing with 2-propanol, the APTES-coated silicon substrate was
dipped into a 0.1 M HCl solution for 30 min, washed with copious
amounts of water, and dried under a N2 flow. For the kinetic study,
four colloidal solutions with different concentrations and pH were
prepared: Solution 1, PMMA stock solution with 1.2 � 107 particle
and pH 5.6; Solution 2, 1/2 concentration of Solution 1 and pH 5.8;
Solution 3, Solution 1 at pH 2.0; and Solution 4, Solution 1 at pH 3.0.
The pH was controlled by adding a 0.1 M HCl solution. The PMMA-
coated samples were prepared by dipping the substrates into each
solution, followed by washing with deionized water and drying in
air for 1 day. The substrates were dipped into the four solutions for
2 h, 8 h, 12 h and 18 h, respectively. The reaction temperatures
used were 30 8C, 50 8C, 70 8C and 80 8C, respectively. For
determination of the ratios of the substrate area covered by the
PMMA particles to the total film area was determined by analyzing
the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images with dimensions
of 12 mm � 9 mm. The average values of 20 samples were
calculated. The hemispherical nanoshell was formed by depositing
Pt metal to a thickness of 4 nm on the PMMA attached silicon
substrate by sputtering followed by heating in a conventional oven
at 250 8C for 1 h to remove the PMMA template.
A particles on APTES-coated silicon substrate by dip-coating.



Table 1
Time-dependent surface coverage ratios (%) of the PMMA particles on the APTES-

coated substrate for each colloidal solution at 20 8C.

Dip-coating

time (h)

Surface coverage ratios (%)

Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 Solution 4

2 19 � 5 12 � 1 45 � 2 35 � 3

8 21 � 3 17 � 2 49 � 1 37 � 2

12 23 � 2 20 � 2 50 � 3 39 � 2

18 25 � 1 22 � 1 52 � 3 41 � 1

Table 2
Temperature-dependent surface coverage ratios (%) of the PMMA particles on the

APTES-coated substrate for each colloidal solution at elevated temperatures for 2 h.

Dip-coating

temperature (8C)

Surface coverage ratios (%)

Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 Solution 4

30 22 � 1 22 � 1 40 � 1 34 � 1

50 26 � 2 24 � 3 44 � 3 38 � 1

70 29 � 1 26 � 1 46 � 1 40 � 3

80 33 � 2 28 � 2 50 � 3 42 � 3

Fig. 2. SEM images of the APTES-coated substrate in the solution 1 (A) and solution 2 (B)

PMMA spheres obtained at 20 8C for 2 h.

Fig. 3. SEM images showing pH-dependent results at room temperature for 2 h from
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2.4. Characterization

The electrophoretic mobility of the obtained PMMA particles
was measured using a Malvern Zetasizer 4 and the reported result
is an average of four measurements. The z–potential was
calculated by converting the electrophoretic mobility, m, using
the Smoluchowski relation: z = mh/e, where h and e are the
viscosity and permittivity of the solution, respectively [18]. The
SEM images were taken on a JEOL JSM6700F at an accelerating
voltage of 15 kV. Prior to the observations, the samples were
sputtered with a thin platinum layer (3–4 nm thickness) using a
108 Auto Sputter Coater (Pelco inter, Co).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. PMMA colloidal monolayer

The monodisperse PMMA colloidal particles, 125 nm in size,
were obtained from the emulsion polymerization of methylmetha-
crylate (MMA). The zeta potential of the prepared PMMA colloidal
solution had a negative surface potential of �50 mV, presumably
due to the termination of the polymer surface by the sulfate group
at room temperature showing the concentration-dependent monolayer assembly of

the solution 1 at pH 2.0 (A), pH 3.0 (B), pH 4.0(C), and pH 5.6 (D), respectively.



Fig. 4. Surface coverage ratios (–~–) and interparticle distance (–&–) vs. reaction

time showing coverage ratios decreased and interparticle distances increased as the

pH increased.
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of the initiator. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
experimental procedures for fabricating the colloidal monolayer
through the self-assembly of PMMA particles on APTES-coated
silicon substrate. Dipping of the APTES-coated substrates in a HCl
solution and washing with distilled water allows not only an
increase in the hydrophilicity of the substrate surface but also gives
the substrates a positive charge, which enhances the electrostatic
attraction with the negatively charged PMMA spheres. The weakly
bounded PMMA on the substrate was removed by washing with
deionized water before drying the samples.

3.1.1. Concentration and pH

The adhesion of the PMMA on the APTES modified substrate
was examined by the particle coverage ratios, as summarized in
Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 and Fig. 2 report the data obtained at
Fig. 5. SEM images showing the time-dependent change of the surface coverage ratios

respectively.
different concentrations at room temperature. A higher solution
concentration produced the larger coverage but less homogenous
arrays than a lower concentration, for example, a 7% higher value
resulted in an increase in the sedimentary colloidal particles. The
capillary forces between the particles during the drying process
induced the clustering of particles in solution 1 by overcoming the
particle-substrate attractive interaction [16]. The sample prepared
in solution 2 showed a non-close-packed structure with regular
interparticle distances between the PMMA beads without the use
of pre-patterned templates.

The pH-dependent assembly at room temperature was
examined, and the results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Solution 3
with the lowest pH of 2.0 showed remarkably larger coverage
ratios, more than double that of solution 1 (from 19% to 45%),
indicating the formation of close packed PMMA. The small changes
in pH from 3.0 to 2.0 altered the coverage significantly from 35% to
45%. The large decrease in interparticle distance from 96 nm to
76 nm was induced, as shown in Fig. 4. When the pH of the
solutions was decreased, there was an increase in the level of
protonation of the amine group of APTES, which enhanced the
electrostatic attraction between the PMMA and APTES surface.

3.1.2. Reaction time and temperature

The influence of the reaction time on the particle assembly was
investigated, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The surface coverage ratios
increased from 12% to 22% as the dipping time was increased from
2 h to 18 h, presumably due to the increase in the population of
sedimentary particles as a function of time [19]. As shown in
Table 1, the results showed that the coverage ratios increased
linearly with reaction time, where the 18 h sample of solution 3
showed 52% coverage. An increase in reaction time induced a
significant decrease in the interparticle distance to 39 nm,
compared with 152 nm for the 2 h-coated sample.

The reaction temperature is the other critical factor that
influences monolayer assembly, as summarized in Fig. 7 and
Table 2. Temperature is the predominant factor for obtaining high
coverage ratios, i.e., solution 3 at 80 8C gave a value of 50%.
of the solution 2 at room temperature for (A) 2 h, (B) 8 h, (C) 12 h and (D) 18 h,



Fig. 8. Surface coverage ratios (–&–) and interparticle distance (–~–) vs. reaction

temperature showing the coverage ratios increased and interparticle distances

decreased as the solution temperature increased.

Fig. 6. Surface coverage ratios (–&–) and interparticle distance (–~–) vs. reaction

time showing coverage ratios increased and interparticle distances decreased as the

dipping time increased.
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Increasing the reaction temperature produced smaller interparti-
cle distances than observed in the time-control experiments. At
elevated temperatures, the defects of APTES-SAMs were filled by a
rearrangement of the colloidal particles due to weakness of the
adhesion strength as a result the thermal motion of the organic
groups [20]. Fig. 8 shows the results for solution 2 as a function of
temperature, where the coverage ratio increased up to 28% and the
interparticle distances changed to 25 nm.

The driving forces for monolayer assembly are affected by
Brownian motion, sedimentation rate and the type of the first
ordered region formed by convective transport of the particles
under the control of various experimental parameters, including
the applied time, temperature and pH of the colloidal solutions [6].
It was found that temperature and pH are the main parameters in
the present PMMA assembly. In particular, the deposition of
colloidal particles at elevated temperatures caused the rearrange-
ment of particles on the substrates, leading to regular particle
Fig. 7. SEM images showing the surface coverage ratios of the solution 2 for 2 h at e
arrays. The detailed SEM data are shown in the supporting data,
Fig. S1-S3.

3.2. Fabrication of hemispherical Pt nanoshells

Hemispherical Pt nanoshells were prepared by thermal
treatment after depositing Pt metal on the non-close-packed 2D
PMMA monolayer as a template, which is comparable to the
method using a pre-patterned substrate [21]. Fig. 9A–D show the
plane- and cross-section SEM images of the structural transforma-
tion of the PMMA particles by the thermal treatments. The
diameter of the PMMA area on the substrate was changed from
40 nm in the bulk state to 100 nm on the solid substrate.

Platinum deposition on PMMA and subsequent thermal
treatment gave a nanoshell with spherical tops and nanosized
cavities beneath the platinum layer. The Pt-coated PMMA were
heated to 250 8C to remove the PMMA spheres, which led to the
levated temperatures: 30 8C (A), 50 8C (B), 70 8C (C) and 80 8C (D), respectively.



Fig. 10. The plane (A) and the cross-sectional (B) SEM images of the prepared hollow Pt nanoshell.

Fig. 9. The plane (A) and the cross-sectional (B) SEM images showing the sample made by solution 2 at 80 8C for 2 h. The particle diameter (C) increased and the height (D)

decreased after thermal treatment at 250 8C.
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structural transformation of the Pt-PMMA composite from a
spherical to hemispherical shape. The diameter of the hemisphere
increased from 125 nm to 140 nm, and the contact angle of the Pt-
PMMA composite on the APTES-coated substrate changed from
1158 to 758. The height of the Pt nanoshell decreased remarkably
from 115 nm to 74 nm due to the absence of a Pt layer underneath
the equator of the PMMA spheres during Pt sputtering.

Transfer of the hemispherical Pt nanoshell onto carbon tape
allows an observation of the hollow interior of the nanoshell.
Fig. 10 shows SEM images of the nanoshells. From the nanosized
spherical wells, it was confirmed that the deposition of a thin layer
of platinum produced a hollow architecture with nanopores, and
the nanoshells were covered with aggregated platinum nanopar-
ticles in the white rim of the spherical wells, which is clearly seen
in the inset in Fig. 10A. Despite the deposition of a thin layer of
platinum, the prepared hemispherical nanostructures were robust
enough to resist temperatures up to 250 8C and subsequent
transfer onto carbon tape.
4. Conclusions

The 2D array of the PMMA colloidal particles was optimized
by adopting a coupling agent on the substrate to produce
a strong electrostatic interaction between the substrate and
the colloidal particles. Several experimental parameters, such
as the dipping time, temperature and solution pH, were used
to control the interparticle spacing of the adsorbed
PMMA particles by temperature control. The highest
surface coverage ratios were obtained at pH 2.0. Temperature
had the most significant effect on the regular interparticle
distances, which provided a template for fabricating hemi-
spherical Pt nanoshells. Further experiments to change the
colloidal crystal density and particle arrangement are currently
underway. The present synthetic strategy will be expanded to
building blocks for 3D photonic crystals through layer-by-layer
assembly as well as to 2D templates for microembossed
materials by molding.
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